Low Voltage Frequency Converters (ACS880 multidrives)
Export Control declaration

We hereby declare that the ACS880 multidrives low voltage frequency converters, HS code 8504 40 static converter, based on COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) 2022/1 of 20 October 2021 amending Regulation (EU) 2021/821 of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards the list of dual-use and REGULATION (EU) 2021/821 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 20 May 2021 setting up a Union regime for the control of exports, brokering, technical assistance, transit and transfer of dual-use items do not meet dual use definition and Low Voltage Frequency Converters mentioned in this declaration are subject to the EAR when re-exported from USA in accordance with the US Commerce Control List, Supplement No. 1 to Part 774 (March 29, 2021) of the EAR) Category 3, 3A999. US origin controlled content of the Low Voltage Frequency Converters in accordance with US Part 734 is less than 10% for both hardware and software separately. Softwares are not incorporated with US origin encryption softwares classified according to US Commerce Control List (CCL) (Supplement No. 1 to Part 774 of the EAR) Category 5 Part 2.

Conclusion EU 3A225 is not applicable: EU ECN=NO
Conclusion US CCL 3A999 is applicable, when re-exported from USA: US ECCN= 3A999.a

Exception: if ordered with option code +N8200 (high speed), ACS880 multidrive low voltage frequency converters are classified as Dual Use products as defined in REGULATION (EU) 2021/821 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 20 May 2021 setting up a Union regime for the control of exports, brokering, technical assistance, transit and transfer of dual-use items and COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) 2022/1 of 20 October 2021 amending Regulation (EU) 2021/821 of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards the list of dual-use and when re-exported from USA in accordance with the US Commerce Control List, Supplement No. 1 to Part 774 (March 29, 2021) of the EAR):
Conclusion EU 3A225 is applicable: EU ECN = 3A225
Conclusion US CCL 3A225 is applicable, when re-exported from USA: US ECCN = 3A225
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